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The purpose of this project was to design and develop a Model
Playground Behavior Program for elementary-level students in the
Cashmere School District, Cashmere, Washington.

To accomplish this

purpose, current research and literature on playground safety and
programs were reviewed.

Additionally, related information from selected

school districts was obtained and analyzed for possible ideas or practices
to be included in the model playground program.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
"Each year, almost 200,000 children are treated at hospital
emergency rooms for injuries occurring on playgrounds"

(Hendricks,

1993 p. 1)
In the above statement by Hendricks (1993) one may interpret that
playground accidents are occurring at an alarming rate. The sheer number
of accidents reflect an area of concern for school administrators.
Research conducted by Godshall and Sargent (1994) further supports
the position taken above by Hendricks in that school administrators need
to be concerned about playground safety. This is an area of concern
because of the high number of lawsuits related to playground safety.
Administrators need to be aware of the problem of operating playgrounds
safety.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a Model
Playground Behavior Program for elementary-level students in the
Cashmere School District, Cashmere, Washington.
1"-_ __,.

To accomplish this

purpose, current research and literature on playground safety and
1

2

programs were reviewed.

Additionally, related information from seiected

school districts was obtained and analyzed for possible ideas or practices
to be included in the model playground program.

Limitations of the Project
For the purpose of this project, it was necessary to set the
following limitations:
1. Research: The preponderance of research and literature reviewed
for the purpose of this project was limited to the past ten (10)
years. Additionally, seven selected school districts
throughout Central and Western Washington were contacted
and invited to provide the writer (Scott R. Griffith) with
information regarding practices and procedures of appropriate
playground behavior. These school districts included:

A.

Cascade School District

B.

Chelan School District

C. Entiat School District
D. Marysville School District

E. Wenatchee School District
F. Orondo School District
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G. Wilbur School District
2. Scope: The project was designed for use by elementary-level
teachers in the Cashmere School District in Cashmere,
Washington.
3. Target Population: A model playground behavior program for
elementary-level students. (i.e. grades 1-4)

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this project have been
defined as follows:

Behavior: The manner in which one behaves.
Design: To plan out in systematic, usually graphic form.
Elementary: Of or relating to an elementary school or elementary
education.

EQuipment: Something with which a person, or organization, or thing
is equipped.

Handbook; A concise manual or reference book providing specific
information or instruction about a subject or place.

Hazard: A possible source of danger.
Injury: Damage or harm done to or suffered by a person or thing.
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Model: A style or design of an item.
Playground: An outdoor area set aside for recreation and play,
especially one containing equipment such as seesaws and swings.

Program: A system of services, opportunities, or projects, usually
designed to meet a social need.

Safe: Free from risk; sure.
Standards: An acknowledged measure of comparison for quantitative
or qualitative value; a criterion.

Surfacing: Relating to, on, or at a surface.

Source: The American Heritage Dictionary-Sta ndard Edition Third
Edition 1993.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM
SELECTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS

lotroductioo
The review of literature and research summarized in Chapter Two
has been organized to address:
1. History of Playgrounds
2. Problems and Hazards of Playgrounds
3. Safe Playground Layout and Design
4. Playground Program Information Obtained From Selected School
Districts
5. Summary
Data current within the past ten (10) years was identified through
an Educational Resources Information Centers (E.R.I.C.) Computer Search.
A hand search of various other sources was also conducted.

History of Playgrounds
As stated by Wallach (1993) "In the 1940's and 1950's, playgrounds
were not costly - they were single-use pieces installed on concrete,
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asphalt, grass, hard dirt, and some hard-composition surfaces" (p. 46).
During the 1960's and 1970's, people were becoming more alarmed about
the design and safety aspects of playgrounds. Questions were raised of
the construction, safety, surfacing, and materials used in the construction
of playgrounds. The Federal Government and other commissions decided it
was time to look into the problem and began using land and water
conservation funds to finance wood materials instead of the traditional
metal. During the 1980's, federal funding began to diminish, and the focus
went to local and community fundraising to support the need for new
playgrounds and equipment.
Design changes in play equipment and surfacing was the early focus.
The early equipment was designed towards exciting heights and speed.
Physical fitness was the goal of using these pieces of equipment. Singleuse pieces were preferred to control children during the use of the
equipment.

Swings, monkey bars, and teeter-totters primarily were the

favorites. Although some people complained of the surfacing, the choice
was mainly natural surfaces (grass and hard dirt) or hand-poured surfaces
which could easily be maintained (Wallach, 1995).
During the late 1960's and 1970's the focus turned from metal to
wood as a more environmentally friendly material. The focus of play
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turned from a physical fitness stand point towards a more social
experience for children. Designs changed from height and speed to forts,
boats, and climbing apparatus to challenge the creative thinker.

With the

changing focus of design and play, other problems began to surface.
Children were becoming injured at an alarming rate.

The United States

Consumer Product Safety Commission (C.P.S.C.) began to look at playground
safety. The Commission gathered data from hospital emergency rooms and
determined that safety standards for public playground equipment should
be developed.

Additionally, major causes of playground accidents were

identified and published in the first two volume set of "A Handbook for
Public Playground Safety" (Miller, 1994 ).

These guidelines were supposed

to help make public playgrounds safe for children. The problem with these
guidelines though is that they were incomplete, confusing, and
additionally created further problems (Miller, 1994 ).

The recommen-

dations were not mandatory, and communities could choose not to follow
them.

Liability insurance sky-rocketed and communities were faced with

insurance issues.

The handbook identified several hazards that causes

injury or death and by doing so, deemed much equipment built prior to
1981 obsolete and dangerous. This made insurance almost impossible to
\ /

obtain.

Several communities either self-insured or operated without any
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insurance.

Playground safety was put on a low priority level because of

the high cost of updating equipment. The push was also on towards
surfacing below equipment with a softer resilient material to pad falls.
The priority changed, though, after the first lawsuit (Wallach, 1995). This
problem will be addressed further on in the research.
Miller (1994) stated "Several generations of older playground
facilities remain in place nationwide, many in various stages of
compliance with current industry standards."

"According to Wallach,

'Many older play areas include equipment that has since been judged
unsafe as well as components that are faltering or poorly maintained.'
"An audit can identify the severity of the injury potential for each piece
of equipment.

Many public school districts are now conducting such audits

to measure safety aspects of existing equipment" (Wallach p. 31 ).

The

safety audit is a simple process and requires no special technical training.
The (C.P.S.C.) developed a series of tests designed to assess the
possibilities for head and body entrapment and measure dangerous
protrusions using simple probes and gauges. There are also audit checks
for guardrail and protective barriers, rocking and rotating equipment and
slide configurations as well as recommendations for playground surfacing
for the various areas where a child may fall (Miller, 1994).

9

Twenty years ago, if school administrators were concerned about
safe playground design, it was likely out of the goodness of their hearts
(Hyland, 1989 ). With the increasing number of injuries and death, society
is now faced with problems and hazards of playgrounds.

Problems and Hazards of Playgrounds
School districts were facing a new area of concern. Not only were
injuries increasing, but so were the number of lawsuits.

Hazards such as

sharp edges, points and corners, loose fastenings, and bare metal slides
hindered a school district's defense in court. For the protection of school
districts, the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission
established guidelines for playground equipment and surfaces. ·The
handbook identifies nine major hazards concerning playground equipment,
surfaces, design, and maintenance. The hazards include pinch/crush parts,
rings, S-hooks, hard heavy swing seats, inadequate spacing, exposed
screws and bolts, hard surfaces, sharp edges, and improper anchoring. In
addition to the above stated major hazards, it is recommended that school
administrators consult the Commission Handbook for a broader discussion
of general playground safety principles (Ottosen, 1988).
Wallach (1990) stated that "Rising public awareness has created a
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plethora of lawsuits, and more of them are reaching the courts" (p.48) .
Using the guidelines as battleground, more plaintiffs feel they can win
jury awards and more manufacturers are determined to stand firm and
fight back.

The results have been financial disasters.

Some plaintiff

awards have set records. A jury award of $33.3 million went to a nine
year old boy, (later reduced to $11 million), who fell from a custom
designed concrete structure onto bricks and rubble, leaving the child
quadriplegic and on a respirator for life (Wallach, 1990).
Sweeney (1987) reviewed eight (8) court cases where the plaintiffs
were awarded settlements.

All of the cases involved children falling from

playground equipment. Cases such as these often are the result of
inadequate surfacing. Sweeney continues to claim that most of these
cases could be avoided if the school districts would address the main
hazards. She contends that an ounce of prevention could reduce the dollar
amounts districts are paying out in these cases (Sweeney, 1987).
To avoid the hazards and problems, Coker and Grier (1989) suggested
an eight step process for prevention of dangerous playgrounds: a) propose
a strict board policy;

b) install appropriate size equipment;

c) consider

equipment placement carefully; d) take care with playground borders; e)
schedule regular inspections; f) arrange a replacement schedule; g) use
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proper surface materials; and h) proper supervision. They claim that
courts have upheld a 100 to 1 student to teacher ratio as adequate
playground supervision, but recommend a student to teacher ratio of
7 5 to 1. Although no playground can be made entirely free of safety
hazards, these above guidelines should greatly reduce the risk of
playground injuries (Coker and Grier, 1989).

Safe Playground Layout and Design
According to Hyland (1989) "A well-planned playground should offer
)

a wide variety of play opportunities, including open areas for running
games, an apparatus area for conventional playground equipment, and an
area for pre-school children with appropriately sized apparatus" (p. 29).
Play spaces should be separate with bigger zones of space to protect the
children in each area. Planning should take into account the equipment's
use zone, which is any activity or movement that can happen around the
equipment.
While planning for a new playground, one must remember the
fundamental purpose of your school playground is to develop children's
physical fitness, neuro-muscular control and social skills (Bowers, 1989).

/

Play is an essential part of a student's development, and it should occur in
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an environment that allows for creativity, yet is safe.

Preferably, it

should be an environment that encourages children to experiment by
crawling, climbing, leaping, and sliding on structures of various heights
and configurations (Bowers, 1989). Surfacing is one of the most
important considerations during the planning process.

The ability of

surfacing materials to protect children from serious injuries was of
primary concern (Donovan, 1987). Falls are the most frequent type of
playground injury therefore, surfacing is essential for safety (Hyland,
1989 ). Traditional asphalt and concrete surfaces are easy to maintain but
Organic loose materials, like

do not provide injury protection from falls.

pine bark, and inorganic loose materials, like sand and shredded tires are
some of the best choices for surfacing (Hyland, 1989).
According to Grady (1990), Equipment should also be considered
during the planning stages. Select playground equipment that allow
children to use it safely and successfully.

Administrators should buy only

equipment that follows C.P.S.C. guidelines. They should avoid equipment
with accessible pinch, crush, or scissor-like areas caused by adjacent
moving components. Unprotected moving parts on merry-go-rounds and
seesaws could crush or pinch a child's finger.
Equipment with angles or openings that could trap a child's head or
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any part of a child's body should also be avoided. Equipment should not be
installed over hard surfaces, such as concrete, hard-packed dirt, asphalt,
or grass. Rung spacing ( or any spacing between steps, platforms or other
components), should be less than 3. 5 inches apart or over 9 inches apart to
prevent head entrapment and strangulation.

Transition platforms at slide

entrances should be 2 2 inches long and as wide as the slide
(Krammer, 1992).
There should be no more than two single axis swings to a bay with
24 inches of clearance between seats, and a minimum of 30 inches
between the seat and the seat frame. Sliding poles should have a diameter
of 1.9 inches or less. They should extend at least 38 inches above the
level of the platform and be between 18 and 20 inches away from the
platform. Horizontal ladders should have rung spacing of no more than 1 5
inches apart, and the first hand hold of the ladder should not be placed
directly over the platform or climbing rungs (Wallach, 1993).
Playground equipment should be arranged to accommodate safety
zones around each piece of equipment and traffic paths to connect them.
Enough space should be allowed for children running so they will not
accidentally collide with those using swings and slides (Grady, 1990).
Play areas for different age groups should be separated by barriers,
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especially areas intended for pre-schoolers.

All playground should have a

fence or impenetrable border enclosing the entire site to keep children
from wandering off or running into roads (Burke, 1987).
Layout and design of playground maintenance was addressed in
research conducted by Chan(l 988). Too often, administrators fail to
properly inspect and maintain playground equipment. Chan suggested the
following guidelines:
school custodians;
inspection;

c)

a)
b)

Develop a checklist for playground inspection by
Maintain a minimum weekly schedule for playground

Instruct maintenance staff to respond immediately to

reports of potential playground dangers; d) Document all inspection and
maintenance activities in relation to playgrounds; and e)

Store small

quantities of commonly used materials for speedy playground repair work.
Finally, Hyland (1989) suggested that schools clean playgrounds
regularly, keeping an eye out for such hazards as broken glass or sharp
metal edges. Equipment should be regularly inspected, making repairs as
needed, and staff and students should be instructed in playground safety.
Preventative maintenance and written records of inspection can do much
in restricting liability.

Playground Program Information Obtained From Selected School Districts
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At the time of this writing, no formal playground programs were
being utilized in any of the selected school districts contacted.
Information obtained and analyzed from selected school districts mainly
consisted of student-parent handbooks in which playground procedures
were outlined.

Students were instructed of the proper procedures while

using the playground.

Disciptrne procedures and playground infractions

were outlined with specific measures to follow if the rules were not
followed.
The use of manufactured programs was not evident during the
analysis of selected information obtained and analyzed.

Continued

research will occur during the imptementatron of this playground model
and as more manufactured programs are implemented in local school
districts.

Summary
The research and literature reviewed in chapter two supported the
following themes:
1. Playgrounds have evolved from single use equipment to elaborate
and dangerous designs.
2. Problems and hazards are frequently common areas of concern to
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school administrators.

Lawsuits are often the result of playground

injuries.
3. Layout and design can greatly reduce the number and severity of
injuries.
4. Information obtained and analyzed from selected school districts
indicated no manufactured/ready-made playground models were in use.

CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES FOR THE PROJECT

The purpose of this project was to design and develop a Model
Playground Behavior Program for elementary-level students in the
Cashmere School District, Cashmere, Washington.

To accomplish this

purpose, current research and literature on playground safety and
programs were reviewed.

Additionally, related information from selected

school districts was obtained and analyzed for possible ideas or practices
to be included in the model playground program.
Chapter Three contains background information describing:
1. Need for the project
2. Development of support for the project
3. Procedures of the project
4. Planned implementation and assessment of the project

Need for the Project
The need for this project was influenced by the following
considerations:
1. Elementary grade level teachers at Vale Elementary School in
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Cashmere, Washington have been working on decreasing the number of
playground referrals and playground accidents. The writer (Scott R.
Griffith), a certified teacher, could see the possibilities of using a model
pLayground behavior program to decrease the number of referrals and
accident s.
2. The writer recognized the need for a playground behavior program
to decrease playground referrals and accidents. The number of students
using the playground inappropriately was addressed. Areas of concern
included:
a. Playground equipme nt
b. Layout and design of playground
c. Supervis ion of the playground
d. Rules for safety
e. Liability

3. Current research findings and evidence support the need for a
model playground behavior program at Vale Elementary. A Model
Playground Behavior Program should decrease the number of playground
referrals and accidents.
4. Undertak ing this project coincided with the writer's graduate
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studies in School Administ ration at Central Washington University.

Development of Support for the Project
Followin g his employm ent in the Cashmere School District in 1991,
and while enrolled in graduate courses in School Administ ration at Central
Washington University, the writer was seeking a means to apply a
playground behavior program to the elementary level students of Vale
Elementary.

Vale Elementary School schedules students of the elementary

level to use the playground in large numbers at a time. The elementary
teachers along with principal Mr. Jeff Jaeger, provided encouragement and
support for development of a model playground behavior program. The
writer was also encouraged to use school supplies and equipment for the
implementation of the program. Input from the teachers and
administ rator, as well as encouragement from classmates in graduate
courses influenced the writer's decision to proceed with the development
of a model playground behavior program.

Procedures
To obtain background informat ion essentia l for developing the model
playground behavior program, an Educational Resources Information Center
',

)

(E.R.I.C.) compute r search was undertaken. Additionally, a hand search of
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various other sources was conducted. The search for applicable
playground behavior programs lead to telephone contact with various
school districts throughout Central and Western Washington including:
A. Cascade School District

8. Chelan School District
C. Entiat School District
D. Marysville School District
E. Orondo School District
F. Wenatchee School District

G. Wilbur School District
With the help of elementary level students at Vale Elementary
School the writer was able to pilot the Model Playground Behavior
Program. This process resulted in modification and expansion of the Model
Playground Behavior Program.

Planned Implementation and Assessment of the Project
The Model Playground Behavior Program was implement ed and
piloted during the 1996-1997 school year. Full implementation of the
program has been planned for the 1997-1998 school year with
adjustment s and modifications taking place. An annual Assessment of the
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program will be undertaken to determine the extent to which the model
playground program has been successful.

Specifically, questionnaire

surveys will be utilized to solicit feedback from Vale Elementary School
administrators, teachers, and parents regarding the perceived
effectiveness of the model program.

CHAPTER FOUR
PROJECT
The Model Playground Behavior Program for primary level students
designed for Cashmere School District, which was the subject of this
project, has been presented in chapter four. The project consisted of a
series of slides representing appropriate and inappropriate playground
play. The subjects used were primary level students of Vale Elementary
School in Cashmere, Washington. The program involves a slide show
narration during which time classroom discussions take place of
appropriate and inappropriate play.

The students will verbally interact

and lead discussion with teacher guidance.

The narration will list

possible discussion item and possible responses.
with teacher/student interaction.

Slides will correlate

Look for details to increase higher

level thinking skills or be as general as needed depending on age level of
student being taught.

After show discussion involves such opportunities

as self narration/reflection by student or possible other teacher
suggested activities.

The program will require previous reading of script

by teacher for modification to fit particular grade level curriculum.
Script is only a guide to encourage discussion. Teacher guide may include
1

one or all of the following:

1. Rule 2. Discussion 3. Infractions
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A Model Playground Behavior Prag-ram
for Primary Level Students

Vale Elementary
Cashmere, Washington

I

'--'

P-1

Narration
Slide ONE- -Rule: One person crossing bars at a time.
Discussion may include: Start from side closest to building
and cross quickly. Exit bar and return to end of line on starting
side. Do not play underneath bars. Do not reach or jump to the
second or third bar. Start on bar one. Infractions observed:
Two people on bar at same time, leg fighting, crossing
wrong way. Elicit other possible responses of infractions
seen on slide.
Slide TWO- -Rule: No sitting or standing on gray tubes.
Discussion may include: Playing of tag games are not allowed
on tubes. No sitting or climbing on outside of structure. No
horseplay allowed. Take turns and be polite.
Infractions observed: Pushing, playing tag, sitting or
standing on outside of tubes.

>

No running on bark.
Slide THREE--Rule:
Discussion may inctude: Falling on bark, splinters, injury
associated with bark. Infraction observed: Running on bark.
Elicit positive aspects of slide three which may include girls
helping each other in background, waiting for turn, one person
on bar at a time.
Slide FOUR--Rule: No more than three people on tire swing at a
time.
Discussion may include: Take turns, be courteous, push slowly,
respect wishes of riders. Infraction observed: Too many
riders at a time, possible arguing going on, pushing too fast.
Slide FIVE- - Correct way of using tire swing: Three or less riders,
one person pushing slowly, taking turns and waiting in line.
Other positive responses may include walking on bark, keeping
clear and away from possible danger of getting hit by swing,
allowing others a fair turn.

/

P-2

Slide down on your bottom facing forward.
Slide SIX--Rule:
Discussion may include: No running up the slide, take turns, do
not climb or hang on bars, one person on the slide at a time.
Infraction observed: Sliding on stomach, playing tag/chase
games, running up slide, more than one person at a time. Any
other discussion about what else is going on in picture.
Slide SEVEN--Breaking the rule of using the slide: Walking up the
slide causes arguments, the line is held up, and blocking
traffic from using the slide.
Slide EIGHT--Another example of breaking a slide rule: Going on
stomach face down. Notice other participants waiting for
their turn.
Slide NINE--Rule: Climbing on or swinging from outside of
structure.
Discussion may include: This bar is made to slide underneath.
Never flip over bar or hang on before using slide. Possibility
of injury due to feet leaving the structure and kicking someone
as the person flips over bar. Notice teacher in orange vest.
Discuss this with students.
Slide TEN--Rule: Cross one person at a time on hanging bars
starting from structure side.
Discussion may include: Crossing one person at a time, using
a 11 bars instead of skipping bars and starting from the front
bar. Notice the next person in line is waiting for their turn and
is going to start from first bar.
Slide ELEVEN--Rule: Starting from the first bar instead of
jumping to the second or third bar.
Discussion may include: Missing the second or third bar,
putting on a show for onlookers and trying to show off could
cause injury. Next person waiting patiently for their turn and
has hands on first bar.
Slide TWELVE--Kids having fun.
Discussion may include: Playing nice together, waiting in
line, using the field for ball games. No fighting or arguing
taking place.
P-3

Slide THIRTEEN--Rule: Two players at a time on tetherball
courts.
Notice the off-side orange line. This is for player's sides.
Also notice kids waiting in line for their turn, players
exchanging position, new players rotating in.
Slide FOURTEEN--Early Childhood Playground Area used for balls
and running activities.
Notice orange out of bounds markers and fence to separate
bark area from grassy area.
Slide FIFTEEN--Early Childhood Playground--Designed for children
Preschool and Kindergarten (Ages 6 and under)
Notice proper technique for using the slide, crossing on bridge
one way, waiting for student to slide a 11 the way down before
next slider. Review walking on bark and taking turns.
Slide SIXTEEN--lncorrect way of using Early Childhood slide.
Re-discuss crossing bridge one way, walking and taking
turns.
Slide SEVENTEEN--Standing on first r a i Io f Early Childhood
bridge.
Discuss age limit of playground, after school closure, running
on inside of fence in bark area.
Slide EIGHTEEN--Early Childhood Playground monkey bars.
Discussion may include: Cross one way, no hanging on outside
of bars, or sitting on top of bars. Notice students on bark area
walking, and students on grass area running. Discuss safety
issues, taking turns, sharing, and who to go to if problem
arises.
Slide NINETEEN-- Students on Early Childhood Playground
fighting on Monkey bars.
Discussion may include: Going one way and waiting for your
turn. Supervisor is identified by wearing orange vest. Quickly
cover the rule infraction and what is the correct way. Notice
students outside fence in grassy area wrestling with arms
wrapped around each other. Rule: Hands and feet to yourself.
Reinforce walking on bark and waiting for turn.
P-4

Slide TWENTY--Fourth grade students walking out to recess.
Reinforce no loitering outside pod doors. Walking on
concrete.
Slide TWENTY-ONE--Students running inside bark areas.
Running rules on grassy areas only.
Slide TWENTY-TWO--Students wrestling on playground.
Remind of rule: Hands and feet to yourself.
Slide TWENTY-THREE--Students running on concrete outside third
and fourth grade pods. Rule: Walking on concrete
to and from playground.
Discussion may include: Bouncing balls on concrete. All
balls· should be carried to and from playground. Discuss injury
potential i fa 11 students were running on concrete. Also may
discuss being courteous and quiet when outside other
classrooms.
Slide TWENTY-FOUR--Proper way of coming in from recess.
A 11 students are walking and balls are being carried.
Notice a 11 students on concrete and not out in bus lane.
Discuss the student i n background about ready to do a
gymnastic move on the door bar. No swinging or hanging from
bars outside of classroom doors. Also reinforce coming right
in when bell rings, waiting for friends on playground and being
quiet and courteous when outside other classrooms.
Slide TWENTY-FIVE--Students playing tackle football on
playground.
Football is to be played with one hand touch instead of tackle.
Reinforce no wrestling of throwing students to the ground.
Discuss rule of hands and feet to yourself. Running on grassy
area only.
Slide ONE-A--Running and sliding outside pod areas.
Students are to walk to and from playground area. Sliding on
snow and ice is permitted only on designated areas and with
appropriate snow gear. Ask for student responses on what is
appropriate snow gear.
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Slide TWO-A--Stu dents running outside pod areas around
playground.
Students trying to slide on sand. Reinforce staying on
concrete and out of bus lanes. Ask students to review walking
to playground on concrete which may include swinging on bar
outside of doors, being quiet and courteous outside of rooms.
May also discuss possible injuries from running on concrete
including stitches, btoody noses, scraped knees and elbows.
Slide THREE-A--St udent walking between snowmounds .
Discuss proper snow attire which includes gloves, hats, coats
and boots when playing on snow mounds. Play only on
designated snow mounds and wear appropriate clothing.
Slide FOUR-A--Stu dent sliding on snowmound without proper
clothing.
Ask students to review appropriate clothing. Discuss sliding
on designated snowmounds only and stay off snowmounds
marked with big orange X
)

Slide FIVE-A--Stud ent sliding on feet down snowmound.
Discuss sliding only on bottoms or on sled hills using sleds.
Student in foreground has appropriate clothing. Boots required
on mounds. Opportunity to discuss outside weather
conditions. Depending on temperature outside, students should
also have on stocking caps.
Slide SIX-A--Stude nts playing on mounds.
May play I Spy game with students on what is wrong with this
picture. Possible responses may include tennis shoes, no snow
pants, no hats. Ask students what they think the
temperature is and to defend statement. May be cold because
hands are tucked into jacket. Not real cold because some coats
are unzipped and students are not wearing hats, and one
student does not even have jacket on. Temperature that day
was 26 degrees. Let students know to dress warmly when
coming to school because they stay outside unless temperature
drops below 17 degrees.
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Slide SEVEN- A--Stude nts sliding on mound without snowpan ts.
Two students also in tennis shoes. Remind students that wet
pants and cold feet make for a miserabl e time. Students
possibly should have hats and gloves on.
Slide EIGHT- A--Stud ent sliding downhi ll properl y on bottom and
feet first.
I Spy two students without boots on and two without
snowpan ts. Use this as opportun ity to discuss snow safety.
No horsepla y, pushing, King of the Hi 11 activitie s allowed.
Slide NINE-A --Stude nt sliding correct ly, only withou t proper
snow gear.
No snowpan ts, gloves, hats or boots on the students playing on
hill. Discuss checking with supervis or on snow mound
closures depending on size and location. Notice a 11 kids have
hands tucked into coats so it is probably cold outside.

J

Slide TEN-A-- Students playing too rough on snowmo und.
Ask students to recite rule: Keep hands and feet to
yoursel f. Discuss potential for injury. Ask students for
addition al observat ions of slide. Discuss weather condition s
i f not suggested by student. May also bring in time of year
based on brown hi 11 s in background.
Slide ELEVEN -A--Stud ents are waiting for turn as the slider is
getting ready to slide.
Notice and discuss proper snow gear. Responses should
include boots, hats, gloves, coat, and snow gloves. Refer
students who do not own any gloves or hats to office.
Slide TWELVE -A--Stud ents making snowbal ls.
Ask students what the rule is about snowbal ls. Rule: No
throwing of snowbal ls for any reason. Discuss what
constitu tes the making and throwing of snowbal ls. Also
discuss using feet to kick snow at other students . Have
students point out and discuss what may happen and possible
consequences of students actions.
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Slide THIRTEEN-A--Students breaking the rule of no throwing
snowballs.
I have your names!! Advise students to listen for organized
snowball throwing when snow conditions permit. Answer
questions relating to organized snowball event.
SI ide FOURTEEN-A--These odds appear to be unfair.
Continue to discuss organized snow play day.
Slide FIFTEEN-A--Students playing on the field.
Have students point out positive things happening in this slide.
Discuss respecting students snowmen and snowforts and to
not destroy anything that was not built by you.
Slide SIXTEEN-A--Students using the sled incorrectly for several
reasons.
Ask student show many they can identify. Responses should
include snowgear, not sitting on the sled correctly ; and using
the sled in wrong area. Discuss correct location ( corner by
the big oak tree) and remind students to listen to playground
personnel for updated mound closures or sled trail closures.
Slide SEVENTEEN-A--Correct procedure for using the sled.
Discuss taking turns and sharing the sleds. Answer
questions regarding use of sleds.
Slide EIGHTEEN-A--Ask the students what the rule is here? Rule:
Running on concrete.
Slide

NINETEEN-A--Have students describe what is happening in this
slide. Correct way to go to class: walking and quiet
outside classrooms.

Slide TWENTY-A--Students returning to class.
Look for fine details. Carrying balls, walking, not in bus lane,
and hands and feet to themselves.
Slide TWENTY-ONE-A--Use this slide to stress dangers associated
with running on concrete.
Te 11 injury stories as appropriate for age level. Remind
students that walking applies to ALL concrete areas. Large
groups together may create a fa 11.
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Slide TWENTY-TW O-A--Discuss positive safety features of
walking.
Slide TWENTY-THR EE-A--Running on snow.
T e 11 injury stories as appropriate for age level.
Slide TWENTY-FOU R-A--Use this slide to discuss what to do in case
of playground accident.
1) Notify playground supervisor--ldentified by orange vest.
2) As deemed necessary by supervisor, follow red card
procedure.
3) Discuss red card given to student allows the student
immediate access to the school and permission to run to
office.
4) 911 emergency ca 11 made i f i n doubt.
Use any additional time to answer questions and review rules as stated in
student handbook. Slide show may be broken into two sessions if needed.

Rules as Stated in Student Handbbook
General Rules:

1. Try "Stop, Think, Plan," before going to a recess teacher. Counselor
will conduct S.T.P. training Fall Quarter.
2. Never hit or push other children.
3. No "piggy backs" even if it is okay with other children.
4. Keep those legs and feet down. No karate kicks.
5. No running on the bark.

Rules tor the Big Toys:
1. Remember that the red pole is the boundary. Please don't go past that
pole towards the parking lot.
2. All sticks, rocks, bark, and dirt need to stay on The Ground. Please
don't pick them up, kick them, or dig in the bark or dirt.
3. When on the slide, always remember not to run up the slide, just slide
down ON YOUR BOTTOM facing forward. It is also important to remember
to take turns and go down one at a time.
4. Tag cannot be played on the big toys. It is not safe to run and chase
each other on this equipment. Tag is played in the field only.
5. Please walk on the bark only. Running is not allowed.
6. The area by the second grade pod wall and doors is off limits.
7. When playing in the small red tube, remember not to sit on top of it. It
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is for sliding in only.

Climbing Equipment Rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

No standing on bars.
Start on side closest to the building.
Cross, then get off.
One person at a time.
Do not play underneath the bars.
Do not reach or jump to the second or third bar. Start at bar one.
Do not hang from your knees from the upper bars.

Black Top Rules:
1. You must walk on the black top area and on the sidewalks.
2. Jump ropes must be used for jumping only.
3. When first graders leave the pod for recess, they must go out the pod
doors and leave the area clear.

field Rules:
1. Please remember that the imaginary line from the bus garage is the
playground boundary.
2. If balls or other toys roll beyond the playground boundaries, inside the
tennis court, or outside the fence, please notify any playground teacher
and they will help you. Don't get them yourself.
3. We must be careful not to climb on the fences or soccer nets. We don't
want to break them or tear our clothes.
4. Playing kickball against the bus garage is Not allowed. We lose too
many balls on the garage roof.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a Model
Playground Behavior Program for elementary-level students in the
Cashmere School District, Cashmere, Washington.

To accomplish this

purpose, current research and literature on playground safety and
programs were reviewed.

Additionally, related information from selected

school districts was obtained and analyzed for possible ideas or practices
to be included in the model playground program.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1 ) A quality Model Playground Behavior Program may make a difference in
the number of playground accidents and injuries. Safety awareness may
play a vital role in decreasing the number of accidents annually in the
Cashmere School District.
2) A successful playground program which provides students with the
best training opportunities should be the product of collaborative efforts
involving faculty and administration.
I
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3) Effective implementation of the Model Playground Program may
decrease the number of referrals and injuries associated with playground
safety. An annual assessment will take place to determine the
effectiveness of the Model Playground Program.

Recommendations
As a result of this project, the following recommendations have
been suggested:
1 ) Identifying and implementing a Model Playground Program may best
)

serve the needs of primary-level students in Cashmere School District.
2)

Recognizing and understanding individual student differences,

behaviors, attitudes, and needs are essential elements to successfully
implementing any playground program for primary-level students.
3) Eliciting the support of playground supervisors, teachers, students, and
administration will be vital in the success of the model playground
program.
4) The teaching and training of the Model Playground Program is essential
to effective implementation of the program.
5) Other school districts seeking to decrease the number of referrals and
,,_)

injuries may wish to adopt and/or utilize the Model Playground Program
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developed for this project or undertake further research on this subject to
meet their unique needs.
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